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Thanks

This is the fi�h edition of English Grammar in Use.  I wrote the original edition when I was a teacher at the 

Swan School of English, Oxford.  I would like to repeat my thanks to my former colleagues and students at 

the school for their help, encouragement and interest at that time.

Regarding the production of this fi�h edition, I would like to thank Rebecca Winthrop and Chris Capper.

Design & Illustrations
Q2A Media Services Pvt. Ltd.

Digital development
Datamatics Ltd.

Audio production
The Soundhouse Studios Ltd.
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To the student

This book is for students who want help with English grammar.  It is written for you to use without 

a teacher.

The book will be useful for you if you are not sure of the answers to questions like these:

 What is the di�erence between I did and I have done?

 When do we use will for the future?

 What is the structure a�er I wish?

 When do we say used to do and when do we say used to doing?

 When do we use the?

 What is the di�erence between like and as?

These and many other points of English grammar are explained in the book, and there are exercises 

on each point.

Level

The book is intended mainly for intermediate students (students who have already studied the basic 

grammar of English). It concentrates on those structures that intermediate students want to use, but 

that o�en cause di�iculty. Some advanced students who have problems with grammar will also find 

the book useful.

The book is not suitable for elementary learners.

How the book is organised

There are 145 units in the book.  Each unit concentrates on a particular point of grammar.  Some 

problems (for example, the present perfect or the use of the) are covered in more than one unit.  For 

a list of units, see the Contents at the beginning of the book.

Each unit consists of two facing pages.  On the le� there are explanations and examples; on the right 

there are exercises.  At the back of the book there is an Answer Key for you to check your answers to 

the exercises (page 336).

There are also seven Appendices at the back of the book (pages 292–301).  These include irregular 

verbs, summaries of verb forms, spelling, and American English.

Finally, there is a detailed Index at the back of the book (page 373).

How to use the book

The units are not in order of di�iculty, so it is not intended that you work through the book from 

beginning to end.  Every learner has di�erent problems, and you should use this book to help you 

with the grammar that you find di�icult.

It is suggested that you work in this way:

 Use the Contents and/or Index to find which unit deals with the point you are interested in.

 If you are not sure which units you need to study, use the Study guide on page 326.

 Study the explanations and examples on the le�-hand page of the unit you have chosen.

 Do the exercises on the right-hand page.

 Check your answers with the Key.

 If your answers are not correct, study the le�-hand page again to see what went wrong.

You can, of course, use the book simply as a reference book without doing the exercises.

Additional exercises 

At the back of the book there are Additional exercises (pages 302–325).  These exercises bring 

together some of the grammar points from a number of di�erent units.  For example, Exercise 16 

brings together grammar points from Units 26–36.  You can use these exercises for extra practice a�er 

you have studied and practised the grammar in the units concerned.

viii
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eBook

You can buy this book with or without an eBook.  The eBook has the same grammar explanations and 

exercises as the book. 

R aymond Murphy 

Interactive eBook

Using your eBook

Using your eBook, you can: 

How to get your eBook

To get your eBook, follow the instructions on the inside front cover of this book.

Using your eBook

Using your eBook, you can: 

Present continuous (I am doing)
Unit

1

Sarah is in her car.  She is on her way to work.
She’s driving to work. (= She is driving …)

This means: she is driving now, at the time of speaking.
The action is not finished. 

am/is/are + -ing is the present continuous:

I
he/she/it

we/you/they

am
is
are

(= I’m)
(= he’s etc.)
(= we’re etc.)

driving
working
doing  etc.

Steve is talking to a friend on the phone.  He says:

Steve says ‘I’m reading …’ but he is not reading the book at 
the time of speaking. 
He means that he has started reading the book, but has not 
finished it yet.  He is in the middle of reading it. 

I am doing something = I started doing it and I haven’t finished; I’m in the middle of doing it. 

Please don’t make so much noise.  I’m trying to work. (not I try)
‘Where’s Mark?’ ‘He’s having a shower.’ (not He has a shower)
Let’s go out now.  It isn’t raining any more. (not It doesn’t rain)
How’s your new job?  Are you enjoying it?
What’s all that noise?  What’s going on?    or    What’s happening?

Sometimes the action is not happening at the time of speaking.  For example:

B

Study this example situation:

Some more examples: 
Kate wants to work in Italy, so she’s learning Italian.
(but perhaps she isn’t learning Italian at the time of speaking)
Some friends of mine are building their own house.  They hope to finish it next summer.

You can use the present continuous with today / this week / this year etc. (periods around now):
A:  You’re working hard today. (not You work hard today)
B:  Yes, I have a lot to do.
The company I work for isn’t doing so well this year.

C

We use the present continuous when we talk about a change that has started to happen.  We o� en use 
these verbs in this way:

getting, becoming  changing, improving
 starting, beginning  increasing, rising, falling, growing 

Is your English getting better? (not Does your English get better)
The population of the world is increasing very fast. (not increases)
At first I didn’t like my job, but I’m starting to enjoy it now. (not I start)

D

Present continuous and present simple ¿Units 3–4 Present tenses for the future ¿Unit 19

A

I’m reading a really good book at the moment.

It’s about a man who …

2

Unit

1
1.1  What’s happening in the pictures?  Choose from these verbs:

cross  hide  scratch   take   tie  wave

 a shoelace.

 the road.

4  his head.

5  behind a tree.

6  to somebody.

1.2  The sentences on the right follow those on the le� .  Which sentence goes with which?

1 Please don’t make so much noise.

2 We need to leave soon.

3 I don’t have anywhere to live right now.

4 I need to eat something soon.

5 They don’t need their car any more.

6 Things are not so good at work.

7 It isn’t true what they say.

8 We’re going to get wet.

a I’m getting hungry.

b They’re lying.

c It’s starting to rain.

d They’re trying to sell it.

e It’s getting late.

f  I’m trying to work. 

g I’m staying with friends.

h The company is losing money. 

1 f
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.3  Write questions.  Use the present continuous.

1 What’s all that noise?  What’s happening?  (what / happen?)

2 What’s the matter?   (why / you / cry?)

3 Where’s your mother?   (she / work / today?)

4 I haven’t seen you for ages.   (what / you / do / these days?)

5 Amy is a student.   (what / she / study?)

6 Who are those people?   (what / they / do?)

7 I heard you started a new job.   (you / enjoy / it?)

8 We’re not in a hurry.   (why / you / walk / so fast?)

1.4  Put the verb into the correct form, positive (I’m doing etc.) or negative (I’m not doing etc.).

1 Please don’t make so much noise.  I’m trying  (I / try) to work.

2 Let’s go out now.  It isn’t raining (it / rain) any more.

3 You can turn o  the radio.   (I / listen) to it.

4 Kate phoned last night.  She’s on holiday with friends.   (She / have) 

a great time and doesn’t want to come back.

5 Andrew started evening classes recently.   (He / learn) Japanese.

6 Paul and Sarah have had an argument and now  (they / speak) 

to one another.

7 The situation is already very bad and now  (it / get) worse. 

8 Tim  (work) today.  He’s taken the day o .

9   (I / look) for Sophie.  Do you know where she is?

10 The washing machine has been repaired.   (It / work) now.

11  (They / build) a new hospital.  It will be finished next year.

12 Ben is a student, but he’s not very happy.   (He / enjoy) his course.

13   (The weather / change).  Look at those clouds.  

I think it’s going to rain. 

14 Dan has been in the same job for a long time.   (He / start) to get bored 

with it.

Exercises

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 She’s taking a picture.
2 He 

Complete 
interactive 
exercises and 
check answers 
automatically

Make 
notes

Listen to  
examples

Highlight 
text

1

1. What’s happening in the pictures? Choose from these verbs:

1  a picture.She’s taking

2 He  a shoelace.7"is tying

3  the road.7"They are crossing

4  his head.7"He is scratching

5  behind a tree.7"She is hiding

6  to somebody.7"They are waving

hide tie take scratch cross wave

? Activity Help

Send scoresCheck answers
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English Grammar in Use was written as a self-study grammar book, but teachers may also find it 

useful as additional course material in cases where further work on grammar is necessary.

The book will probably be most useful at middle- and upper-intermediate levels (where all or 

nearly all of the material will be relevant), and can serve both as a basis for revision and as a means 

for practising new structures.  It will also be useful for some more advanced students who have 

problems with grammar and need a book for reference and practice.  The book is not intended to be 

used by elementary learners.

The units are organised in grammatical categories (Present and past, Articles and nouns, Prepositions 

etc.).  They are not ordered according to level of di�iculty, so the book should not be worked through 

from beginning to end.  It should be used selectively and flexibly in accordance with the grammar 

syllabus being used and the di�iculties students are having.

The book can be used for immediate consolidation or for later revision or remedial work.  It might 

be used by the whole class or by individual students needing extra help.  The le�-hand pages 

(explanations and examples) are written for the student to use individually, but they may of course 

be used by the teacher as a source of ideas and information on which to base a lesson.  The student 

then has the le�-hand page as a record of what has been taught and can refer to it in the future.  

The exercises can be done individually, in class or as homework.  Alternatively (and additionally), 

individual students can be directed to study certain units of the book by themselves if they have 

particular di�iculties not shared by other students in their class.  Don’t forget the Additional exercises 

at the back of the book (see To the student).

This fi�h edition of English Grammar in Use has been revised and updated.  There are no new units, 

but some of the exercises have been rewritten or replaced.

An edition of English Grammar in Use without the Key is also available.  Some teachers may prefer 

this for use with their students.

The book is sold with or without an eBook.  The eBook contains the same explanations and exercises 

as the book. It can be used on an iPad, Android tablet, PC or Mac.  Using the eBook, students can 

listen to examples, check and save their answers, take notes, highlight text, bookmark pages and use 

a dictionary.

To the teacher

x
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